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Throughout the Corvette's early years of development, Zora Arkus-Duntov continually demonstrated
his support for the amateur racing community who
were competing in road-racing events with first generation Corvettes. He was instrumental in replacing
the 230-cubic-inch Blue Flame six with Chevrolet’s
new overhead-valve 265-cubic-inch V8 and offering
a manual transmission in addition to the cast-iron
Powerglide automatic. His focus was fixed on changing the Corvette's boulevard cruiser image to that of
a high-performance sports car.

GT cars when he obtained budget approval to create the Grand Sports in 1962. This small group of
lightweight Corvettes were to be loosely based on the
new 1963 Corvette Stingray but were equipped with
tubular chasses, lightweight bodies, disc brakes and
experimental high-performance engines. These cars
weighed about 2000 pounds and sported small-block
engines producing circa 450 horsepower. Regrettably, GM's top brass put an end to this effort after
agreeing to the 1957 Automobile Manufacturers Association (AMA) ban on racing.

The first generation Corvettes benefitted from his
constant focus on increasing engine power and upgrading suspensions, drivetrains, steering and braking
systems. The release of the RPO 684 Heavy-Duty
Racing package for the 1957 model year was aimed
directly at the serious racers who could now order a
factory-equipped car that, with a few modifications,
was ready for SCCA competition. This option package eventually included wider rims, quick-steering
adapter, heavy-duty springs and shock absorbers,
finned and ventilated brake drums with metallic linings, and performance-axle ratios. Peak engine power
output increased 50% between 1956 and 1962, from
240 horsepower in 1956 to 360 horsepower in 1962.

Cancellation of this program had to have been most
disappointing to Zora, whose vision for the Corvette
was to offer a lightweight car with a powerful smallblack engine. Market pressure was to continually
offer additional comfort and convenience amenities
to Corvette customers, all of which contributed to
ever increasing vehicle mass. Achieving the desired
performance levels with a 3,000 pound car (instead
of 2,000) could only be accomplished with significant
increases in horsepower.

At that time, Chevrolet’s larger displacement W
engines, (348 and 409 cubic-inches) were both large
and heavy, and ultimately incapable of satisfying the
demand for sustained output at high power levels. It
Duntov almost got his wish to develop a package is known that Zora was involved with getting one of
to compete head-to-head with the finest of Europe's the new 427-cubic-inch Mystery Motors installed in a
1963 coupe by Mickey Thompson.
This early big-block development
effort led to the introduction of the
Mark IV V8 engine in 1965 with a
displacement of 396 cubic inches.
This engine was offered in both
Corvettes and the full size B-body
Chevrolets.

John Neas' SR-1 with RPO 684, heavy-duty racing package

Increasing the bore size of the 396
resulted in creation of the optional
427-cubic-inch engine for release
in 1966. Concurrent with the development of the production special

high-performance engines, efforts were under way
to create heavy-duty components for 427s to use
in competition. These components were released
as part of the L88 Heavy-Duty engine assembly in
1966. While the RPO (Regular Production Option)
L88 wasn't released until the 1967 model year, four of
these engines apparently made it into 1966 Corvettes
for use by racers and VIPs.
A lot of mystery surrounds the procedures followed
at Chevrolet Engineering to develop and test HeavyDuty and custom-racing engines. These engines
included the open- and closed-chamber L88s, the
ZL1 and LT2 (all aluminum 454) as well as the allout Can-Am racing engines that were built for Jim
Hall's Chapparrals. Two dynamometer cells were
dedicated to this effort, one supporting production
engines controlled by Fred Frinke and a second that
was controlled by GM Research labs to create the
Reynolds aluminum engines for use in Can-Am.
These engine dyno programs were both managed by
Tom Langdon, a young test engineer who oversaw
the day-to-day operations of these dyno development
programs.

as they cooperated to refine the prototype components
to maximize power output. Tom remembers sending early prototype aluminum heads to aftermarket
race shops including Mondello, Valley Head Service,
Smokey Yunick, Butch Elkins and Air Flow Research,
Bob Shaefer, and others for modification to optimize
air flow and power production. Each of these suppliers would make modifications to the prototype parts
and return them to the Chevy Engineering Center
for testing under controlled conditions. The modifications that demonstrated the greatest performance
gains were incorporated into later component designs
generating big horsepower numbers resulted from
innumerable three to five horsepower tweaks.
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Similar to the investigation conducted to develop the
open-chamber cylinder heads, a camshaft investigation was pursued with various Chevrolet designs
and also aftermarket manufacturers of the day such
as Iskendarian, Sig Erson, General Kinetics, Delong
and others. Those resulting in promising torque and
power data were then evaluated for their dynamics
and durability characteristics. As a result of this, a
new cam was released for the ZL1 engine. Also some
General Kinetics designs continued to be pursued for
It was interesting to learn of the close relationship be- the Chaparral program.
tween GM and a number of legendary engine builders EXHAUST HEADERS
All evaluations were done under
6.M. Test 20 gross power conditions which specifies each speed
be run at adjusted best spark and
fueling conditions with a nonknocking fuel. This was standard
procedure to assure whatever was
being tested was given the best
chance to show optimum reliable
performance. Because any racing
camshaft is intimately interrelated
to the specifications for the tuned
exhaust system, the header pipe
outside diameters of 2", 2 1/8", and
2¼" were all evaluated in lengths
from 30" to 44" varied in two-inch
increments. Also collectors were
varied in diameters of 3", 3½", and
4". Lengths were similarly varied
from six inches up to 30.
1968 L-88 Corvette with OK Kustom headers installed
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Once a combination of components
was decided upon, an aggressive
durability program was pursued
to validate sustained full-throttle
operation from 5200 to 6800 RPM.
Numerous valve-train, piston-,
and connecting-rod failures were
addressed with design upgrades finally resulting in a durable product.
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Unlike other engine development
programs, their only challenge was
to maximize reliable power. Testing was performed under the most
ideal circumstances with no inlet
air-filtration, accessory loading or
exhaust back pressure considerations as was required for all passenger vehicle applications. It was Big block Corvette exhaust header with GM Part Number stamped
assumed that the end consumers on flange
(racers) for these products would be
As early as 1967, Chevrolet engineers worked in conable to come up with solutions to optimize induction cert with Bill Thomas Race Cars to develop tubular
and exhaust tuning for their specific vehicles. Conse- exhaust headers for sale as a regular option for people
quently, when theses heavy-duty engine options were who wanted more performance from the 1967 Z28.
released to production, no consideration had been These headers could be ordered as a dealer-installed
given to how the engine would perform with an intact accessory which was shipped to the dealers in a burlap
exhaust system including mufflers. The most extreme bag in the trunk of the car. That option was in addition
example of this was the 1969 L88 engine which left to one that offered a cowl-induction package (RPO
the factory with a 2" diameter exhaust system! Yet, ZL2) for the air-intake system. These options were
the lesser Special Hi-Perf big-block Corvette engines again offered in 1968, but due to increased exhaust
had 2½" diameter pipes.
header demand, Kustom Equipment was added as the
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This situation was of no concern to the release engineers, as they knew that anyone who selected this
engine option was a racer and would be replacing the
factory exhaust system with a set of open headers for
racing. A bone stock L88 could barely keep up with
a strong running small block; indeed it produced the
lowest "as-installed" horsepower of all other 427s
other than the two-barrel carbureted passenger-car
version. Tom shared that he found the installation
of the factory engine dress and exhaust on a 1969
Camaro ZL1 engine cut the power at the flywheel by
50%. The ZL1's 525 flywheel horsepower fell to 265
after the complete factory "dress" had been added.

new supplier with Bill Thomas suppling the Van Nuys
Assembly Plant and Kustom supplying Norwood.
Alton Franklin (Automotive Hall of Fame 1965
inductee) produced some of these prototype parts
to W. R. (Bob) Ogorek, owner of Kustom Equipment, a Flint area Hot Rod/Speed shop. According
to Langdon, Ogorek was the quintessential salesman and promoter. He exploited this opportunity
to offer the racing community easy access to the
high-performance exhaust systems that the heavyduty and special-high-performance engines needed.
After providing assistance and prototype exhausts
to the Corvette group at Milford Proving Ground,
he found a way to have these side-mounted header/

River. Kustom Speed Equipment became the warehousing distribution arm that supplied products to many early
speed shops including Gratiot Auto Supply, Hollywood
Auto, Moon Equipment, and California Speed.
SUSPENSION UPGRADES
The centrifugal force generated when traveling on
a steeply banked oval track puts enormous loads on
the suspension and caused the springs to compress
to the point of having the control arms riding on the
jounce bumper metal-to-metal stops. Having the
suspension fully compressed leaves the tires as the
only compressible suspension component left to absorb loads due to road undulations and irregularities.
While one might assume that the surface of the track
would be smooth, this was definitely not the case at
Daytona Motor Speedway, where bumps and surface
irregularities abounded. Encountering a bump at high
speed would lift the entire corner of the car, as no suspension travel was available to absorb the irregularity.
The increased outside tire load, due to the rough track

Comparison of "Daytona" front and rear springs with
F-41 Heavy Duty suspension components
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Ogorek formed O K Kustom Headers to manufacture
these systems. Starting in a three-car garage in the Flint
area, they moved to a large barn in Sterling, Michigan,
before a final move to a dedicated facility in Standish
where the operation eventually grew to 60 employees.
By 1970, O K Kustom Headers had grown to be the larg- Daytona front spring (rusty) is juxtaposed against an
est manufacturer of these products east of the Mississippi RPO F-41 front coil spring (black)
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collector/muffler systems released for sale through
GM Service Parts Operations. These systems were
identical to the parts offered in the aftermarket other
than having GM service part numbers stamped on
them. Specific sets were released for both small- and
big-block applications.
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with the suspension at metal to metal, could exceed
the tire’s cornering capability resulting in the car
sliding toward the wall. Front and rear spring rates
were increased to keep the suspension from going
metal to metal, resulting in moderate controllable
tire load increases instead of rapid hard-to-control
tire load increases.
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dling improvements these aftermarket tire and wheel
systems offered. The proximity of the Corvette’s
frame rails, however, did not allow this added tire
width to be accommodated by using a wheel with
negative offset, so these performance wheel and tire
combinations ended up protruding beyond the wheel
openings. Rules established by the FIA (Federazione
Internationale Automobili) prohibited use of tires that
This concern was communicated back to the Cor- extended outside of the fenders and quarter panels.
vette group where Chassis Engineer Dan Crawford
was challenged for a solution. Under his direction, Gib Hufstader, an engineer working in the Corvette
a new set of springs (front coils and transverse rear Group under Zora’s leadership, was quick to take up
leaf) were released for exclusive use in these racing the gauntlet and sought out the services of Randy
applications. These parts were never released as a Wittine to oversee the fender modification work being
production option but as service parts where they done in the Chevrolet garage. This was a bootleg projwere made available to savvy racers. The spring rates ect that had to be completed for the 1969 Daytona 24were approximately 80% greater than those of the F41 Hour FIA-sanctioned race. The initial set of fender
performance suspension. This was accomplished by flares were installed on the Owen-Corning Corvette
using a six-leaf rear spring (instead of seven-leaf F41 driven by Tony DeLorenzo and Jerry Thompson.
or nine-leaf standard) and short front coils made with
.760" diameter wire. To say these Daytona springs Randy was a member of the Owens-Corning team
were unstreetable would be an understatement. Early who happened to work at Design Staff. He made
adopters reported that one could run over a dime to several visits to the Chevrolet garage to supervise the
determine the date it was minted! The rear spring rate surfacing of the clay models from which the fiberglass
was increased to 550 lb./inch as compared to 305 lb./ body flares were molded. Gib then assigned part
inch for the F41 spring and 196 for the standard unit. numbers to these components (P/N(P/N 3958681,
Fender Extensions
The Corvette benefitted greatly
from efforts in the Chassis Group
to improve vehicle handling. In addition to the refinement of springs,
shock absorbers and anti-sway bars,
the size of the wheels increased
from 15 x 6" in 1967 to 15 x 7" in
1968 to 15 x 8" in 1969. While
the size of the standard tire grew
as well, wheel size did not keep up
with the evolution of race tires. Use
of these high-performance and race
tires required the use of aftermarket
wheels to accommodate their everincreasing width.
Racers were eager to take advantage of the performance and han- 1969 Corvette with first design fender extensions installed
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Underside of first-generation fender extensions

First design fender extension set produced by Diversified Glass Products of Pontiac, Michigan

extensions installed at the assembly plant in St. Louis
or simply placing them in the luggage area behind the
seats for shipment to the dealers. Subsequent ECR
revisions changed this action to Service Only due to
build complexity concerns in St. Louis.

As a side note, this ECR was originally intended as
a Corvette production release during the 1969 model
year as part of the J56 heavy-duty brake package.
Consideration was given both to having the fender

Over the years, the Corvette Studio (Design Staff's
Chevy 3 Studio) had built a relationship with Zora
Duntov and Chevrolet Engineering to work on performance-oriented side jobs. On the engineering side,

Manufacturer's identification tab on underside of rear
fender extension
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2, 3, 4) using Engineering Change Recommendation (ECR) 96848 to initiate the component release
and released them as service parts available over the
counter at Chevrolet dealerships, which satisfied the
FIA inspectors at Daytona.

The production wheel flares were manufactured by Bob
Burchmeier of Diversified Glass Products in Pontiac,
Michigan. Manufacturing these components for the
Corvette racing community provided the seed which expanded into a major custom parts supplier. They became
affiliated with GM Motorsports building wide-body parts
for all GM division's race programs including the GTP
cars. Diversified also built the bodies for the IROC
series which opened the door for them to manufacture
race car bodies for Penske and Patrick Racing.
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vantage of the revised (relaxed)
sanctioning-body rules that offered
the competitors more freedom to
make modifications as they saw
fit. These fender modifications
were being developed to support
the racing efforts of John Greenwood. Duntov asked Jerry Palmer,
the current Corvette Design Chief,
for his assistance with this project.
Jerry assigned Randy Wittine to
the project.
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Some of Randy Wittine's initial design proposal sketches for "wide body"
fender modifications

the requests usually came from Zora, Gib Hufstader,
John Pierce, Vince Piggins and later, Herb Fischel.
This Design-Engineering relationship dated back to
the days of Larry Shinoda and Hank Haga (both Corvette Chief Designers) and of course, Bill Mitchell,
the VP of Design, who were all racing enthusiasts.

The work initiated in a corner of
the studio, where it was noticed
by Chuck Jordan, then current
Director of Design. He wasted
no time in making it clear that the
design efforts were to be focused
on the design of production cars
and not racing. This incident led
to the relocation of the model
from the studio to a remote location in the basement of Design
Staff, where the task would be
completed. The car was removed
from the basement and delivered
to Gib Hufstader when Mr. Jordan was engaged at the far end
of the building. Gib took the car
to another facility for the molds
to be made.

The creative efforts of the stylists were somewhat thwarted in
this effort by the aerodynamic
constraints Zora had mandated.
His desire was to both reduce
aerodynamic drag and maximize
downforce on these cars which would eventually
reach speeds exceeding 200 miles per hour —a case
where the designs had to first satisfy the performance
requirement while optimizing appearance.

After things settled down at Design Staff, Jerry PalmA few years after the initial flares were done, Zora
er convinced Jordan that having well-designed parts
wanted to create larger ones that would take ad-
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available to the aftermarket would
better serve the Corvette's image.
Making tastefully-designed component parts available to the enthusiasts would be much preferred
over having amateurs hang crude
modifications of their own designs
on this image car. Jordan agreed
and became supportive, eventually
getting personally involved with
the next group of side projects that
were completed at Styling.
FIA Headlamp Covers
Plastic headlamp shields were the
brainchild of Gib Hufstader who
wanted to provide the sealed-beam Headlamp shields were likewise released for sale through GM Service
Operations
headlights protection from damage
during endurance races. With the
Larger-Capacity Fuel Tank
primary focus being on ensuring operating integrity In order to extend the period between fuel stops, the
of the headlamps, he also wanted to minimize both RPO N03 36-gallon fuel tank (offered on 1963-7
weight and aerodynamic drag with these modified coupes) was modified by raising the upper surface
parts. Working with GM Styling, they were able to another seven inches, resulting in a fuel capacity of
create Plexiglas shields that could be installed with 55 gallons. Recall that the N03 tank was positioned
a piano hinge and dzus fasteners to maintain easy immediately behind the seating area and in front of the
service access for bulb replacement. Installation storage compartment rear bulkhead. This location in
directions suggested the use of Corvair headlamp front of the rear-axle centerline was advantageous as
buckets to facilitate mounting the seal beams when it reduced to polar moment of inertia when compared
installing these conversions.
to that of the stock position, rear of the axle. While
installation of this modified tank
displaced the battery and left no
room for luggage, it definitely extended the refueling period beyond
the bladder capacity of the drivers!
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1969 L-88 Racer with FIA approved headlamp shields installed

The racing support effort provided
by Chevrolet also provided specifications, blueprints, and sourcing
information to both organized
teams and privateers. This information included engine blueprinting
specifications, chassis build and
alignment specifications. In addition to the components described
herein, drawings were furnished
for installation of oil coolers for the
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engine and rear axle, an underbody
air scoop to direct air flow to the
rear axle, front brake cooling air
deflectors and a 42-gallon fuel tank.
Chevrolet also promoted suppliers
who offered racing seats, chin spoilers and roll cages.
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There can be no doubt these semiclandestine efforts to support amateur racing provided valuable data
and information to the engineering
community which ultimately resulted in improved vehicle safety,
performance, handling, and com- Aluminum seal beam supports were released to replace retractable
fort. While we cannot be certain headlamp housings used on third generation Corvettes
that upper management was fully
aware of these efforts, it appears
that if they weren't supportive, they
were at least tolerant of these actions. Chevrolet became dominant
in many racing series —their exceptional performance undoubtedly
benefitted from the covert support
provided by a small group of GM
engineers and designers who all
had serious interest in racing. And
more than likely, top brass would
have remained silent had they been
aware of these efforts as everyone
derived pride from being part of a
winning team.
Compilation of the data shared in
this article was possible due to the Finished clay model if IMSA approved wide body at GM Design studio
assistance provided by the following individuals:
Dan Crawford - Chevrolet Chassis Engineer, Paul
Gallo - GM Service Engineer/Camaro enthusiast, Gib
Hufstader - Corvette Chassis/Drive Train Engineer,
Kevin Lambert - Automotive Engineer/L88 expert,
Tom Langdon - Chevrolet Engine Test Engineer,
Randy Wittine - Corvette Designer
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Copy of request for racing components to be sent to the
Owens- Corning race team for “Field Testing”
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Information printed in Chevrolet's "Sport Equipment"
manual showed part numbers and instructions for installation of tubular exhaust headers.
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